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A look back:

Parkerreviews term
as ASSUpresident
by JohnSutherland
Thoughhe won'tcome right out andsay

it, ASSU President Tom Parker's words
strongly suggest he's glad his term as
president is about over.
'The job takes a lotof enthusiasmand I
don't know, one year is it's enough. I
think after a year yououghtalet someone
else comein whohas first, new ideasand a
lot of enthusiasm," he said earlier this

—

week.

IN OTHER words, Parker, a junior
majoring in journalism, won't be a

candidate for re-election when ASSU

elections roll around later thismonth.
Parker saidhe was disappointed that as
president he wasn't able to get a lot of
students involved in issues on campus.
"That really disappointed me...(1) wasn't
able to get more students involved in the
things we were trying to do. And alot of
that, Iguess, Itake on as my own fault
because Ijust didn't reach out enough to
on different
get more people working
"
things."
Listing the positiveaccomplishments of
his administration, Parker said, "Wehave
pretty good channels of communication
with at least the president of the
University."He also mentionedreserving
handball courts through the ASSU office
and abeginningrecognitionof theneeds of
studentsofcoloras accomplishments."I'm
real pleased about the activities."
TURNINGBACK to the lack of student
involvement on campus, Parker said he
thinks students may feel that if they do
standup and say something it won't make
anydifference.Referringto theforumwith
William Sullivan, S.J., University president, last week which attracted about 75
people,Parker said, '^jftere we're talking
...-""

.■'■ :

cents...and nobody
showed up." Maybe students feel the
tuition increase was justified, he suggested.
Parker said he thought the ASSU
president wouldhave moreinfluence than
what he found in the job. "Ireallybecame
awareof theideathat there's nosuch thing
as a student consensus. That was a real
learningexperience...when I'd go in to Fr.
Sullivan...at firstI
kind of had the feeling
thatI
wasexpressingthewhole University
sentiments, thenhe'dsay, 'Well,how many
peopledo feel this way?'...Thatreally wasa

about dollars and

shock."

All decisions come from the president of
Tom Parker
the University, Parker said. "When he
wants something that's pretty much the that...l don't know...it should be central- godyeah,maybeI
could have done better
way it's going to be...there is no demo- ized in order for students to have a real but Ifeel that mostly what I'mdoing is as
cracy."
clout. That's whyI'd like to see something good a job as Ican."
REGARDING the kind of guidance likeaboardofcontrol whererather than 16
Once a new president is elected,Parker
Parker receives from Ken Neilsen, vice senators, there'd be...a nine member does notplan to have an active role in the
president for student life and Donna panel eight people and the president. ASSU. "If they ask me to do something,I
Vaudrin, dean for students, the outgoing They would be in on all the decisionprobably would...once you're making the
president saidhe talks with Nielsenevery making."
decisions or at least accountable for the
day but had "littleor no contact with the
"With the senate right now," he decisions, it's kind of hard to step into a
continued, "there's no accountability. I secondary role."
dean for students."
Parker saidhe had a difficult time when have brought a lot of things to 'em that
PARKER offered these wordsof
advice
—
he stepped into the president's role last they really haven't picked up the ball to the next ASSU president "go for it— if
spring. "Because there was so much on— andthat's affected me....The situation you've got something you believe in— go
turmoil in the University...Starting out now is we're not really a very effective for it."
just getting
He said whenhelooksback at his termin
— my feet wet,
— Ifelt likeIwas group."
drowning you know with Larkin, and
Parker said he supports the plan 10 years hell remember the people more
Powers and Kelly and all those students proposed by Joe Straus to decrease the than anyhthingelse."I've definitelymet a
wereup here that afternoon. They wanted sizeof the current senate,butthatit is only lot of good people...You run into people
who are involved and that's really neat.
to throw bricks through Fr. Sullivan's a first step.
windows." We got that forum set up, I CRITICISM of his actions bothered Most of them do it because they believein
don'tknow— that wasaprettycrazy time." Parker at times he admitted but "...if you it— they'reinvolved in stuff. That's what's
Turning a critical eye on the ASSU think what you're doingis right then you made the most impressioninmy mind."
Then with a deep sigh that indicated
governmental structure as it now exists, just have todo it and weather the storm...l
Parker said he thinks the ASSU senate felt what Iwas doing was in the best visions of a less hectic pace in the near
future, Parker smiled and said, 'This has
should be abolished or at least cut down. interest of the students."
"When you hear the criticisms, you go, been one hellof a politicalscience course."
"WHEN THE power is split up like

—

—

Task force calculates productivity
by Teresa Wippel

A proposal for a system enabling
individual S.U. departments to calculate
their productivity was recommended by a
University task force on instructional
productivity recently.
The task force, appointed to research
productivity questions by William Sullivan, S.J.,University president,proposed
the use of four instructional productivity
indices.
CALCULATED FROM a set of five
factors, theindices were used ondata from
academic departments in the 1976-77
school year.
The five factors used in index calculations were:A. Tuitionincome;B. Teaching
faculty cost; C. Other department
revenue; D. Departmental expenses not
included inteachingfacultycost (B);and E.
Administration cost, which is the sum of
the departmentchairman's administrative
salary and a proportionate share of the
Dean's office budget.
The taskforce warnedin thereport that
the calculationshave not been validated by
departmentchairmenat this time,and that
validationshouldoccur "before meaningful

decisions can bemade."
"IT IS not clear how much variation
occurs from year to year within a given
department," the task force reported,
urging that"aneffortbemade to get some
baselinecalculationsfrom aspecificyear in
the past for reference."

The fourindices calculated from the five

factors are as follows:

—

"FACULTY SALARY COST INDEX

(FSCI) Consists ofthe tuitionincome (A)
dividedby teaching faculty costs (B). Data

for thisindex was gatheredfromtheoffice
of the vice president for finance and
business, based on the number of credit
hours times the cost per credit hour.
" ACADEMIC INSTRUCTIONAL COST
INDEX (AICD-Calculated from all
revenue of the department (A and C)
by instructional costs (B and D).
"divided
ADMINISTRATIVE COST INDEX
(ACI) Alldepartmentrevenue (A and C)

—

is divided by administrativecosts (E).

"TOTAL COST INDEX

(TCl)—

Total

revenues (A and C) are divided by
totalcosts (B, D and E).
TheTotalCost Index waslabeled by the
task force as "probably the single, best
productivityindex for quick evaluationof a

program's performance."
The report said that use of the indices
wouldprovide "easily understood,quantitative information" in which departments
and programs can relate to the same
standards used by the administration in
decision-making on department productivity.
"THE CENTRAL administration can
develop broad guidelines of where the
productivityindicesshouldbeandthen let
theprograms choose the most agreeable
way to meet that goal," the task force
report stated.
The report encouraged the administration to be flexible when using the indices,
because "all departments should not be
forced to meet the same productivity

index."
Academic planning decisions can't be

made "solely.on thebasis of cost without
weight given to quality implications," it

said.

TASK FORCE Chairperson Gary Zimthe College of Science
and Engineering,said the task force was
"concerned withdevelopingamethodology
that the University could use."
He added that the ratios used in the
merman, Dean of

indices could bend with individual situations within each department.
"Every departmentought to be able to
understand what's goingon," he said.

ZIMMERMAN agreed with the task

force recommendation against using the
indices as abase for decisions to terminate
programs.
"Right now the information is sort of
suspect," Zimmerman said, adding that
other department revenue (C) was not
calculated in the indices because the task
force did not have time to obtain the
information.
That information— laboratory fees, and
grant and contract incomes to certain
departments wouldraiseratios and could
change theindices, Zimmerman explained.
ACCORDINGTO the Total Cost Index

—

calculated for the task force report, the
history department was the most productive at 3.442. followed by Englishat 2.742
and philosophy at 2.704.
Lowest on the scale was mechanical

engineeringat .693, preceded by electrical
engineeringat .739 and physicaleducation
at 1.021.
(A chart comparing individual department*
la on page se ven.l
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opinion
Scott Janzen

More should be considered
We're sure productivity reports are good things but before theUniversity takes definite steps to terminate programs there is muchmore
than productivity that should be considered.
The University's mission to the public, the quality of programs as
they now existand extra departmental costs and incomes like laboratory fees and grants must enter into the picture.
DR. GARY ZIMMERMAN, head of the instructional productivity
task force,has urged the administration to use caution when interpreting his committee's report because of extenuating circumstances in individual departments.
William Sullivan, S.J., University president, has stressed that departments and programs will be analyzed during a two- to three-year
period beforedecisions come from the top.
So it appears administrators will not rush to hasty decisions in terminatingprograms, though the savings in dollars from immediate action isno doubt tempting.
A side benefit of the productivity report is the chance it gives lowranked departments to go out and improve their situationbefore decisions are made. The options seem clear— either reduce the teachers in
departments or do some hard recruiting of students.

Homecoming: a good job
If 450 people get together and the majority come away with a good
feeling, thensomeone did wellin planning the get-together.
Thus we offer our thank you to the ASSU for a series of well-run
Homecoming Week activities last week.
FROM THE Sunday night movies to the 450 people at the grand
homecoming bash at the Inglewood Country Club,it appeared students
had discovered a good way toescape the winter doldrums.
Bill Charters,ASSU second vice president, and Tracy Farrel, homecoming chairman, deserve special mention for their work in executing
the activities. We were pleased with a selection ofactivities that doubtless appealed to a more diversified group of students than most activities.

Spectator report card
PartTwo
How important is a student newspaper
to its readers?
It reallydepends on the environment in
which it is produced and distributed. In a
high school, where a paper is filled with
gossip columnsand "heapsof the week," it
is a vital necessity. Community college
students,beingcommuters,usuallyregard
the student newspaper as something to
look at with their morningcoffee.
BUT AT a major college or university,
where a greatpercentageof students live
on campus and/or take part in college life
and its activities,the studentnewspaperis
a strong element in the overall campus
experience. Scorned and blasted in the
same breath as it is praised and enjoyed,
the student newspaper serves a purpose:
to inform, entertain and provide a forum
for opinion.
Is The Spectator doing its job?
It's hard to be impartial,being a staff
member. But as a journalist who has
worked on varied publications, both
collegiate and professional, Ithink Ican
me
offer a fair analysis.This will not make
— but
popular with the rest of the staff
here goes, anyway
OPINION: This is The Spectator's
strongest area,utilizingthe usual bank of
editorials and columns. Judging from our
numerous letters each week, the opinion
section is being read. Whether a writer
agrees or disagrees
— with The Spec is of
littleimportance the fact that they have
read the piece and are compelled to offer
some feedback is outstanding. Out of a
ratingsystemof 1- 5points for each area,I
wouldgivethe opinion section a solid five.

...

Administrators missing
Oh where,oh wherehave our vice president for student life and dean
for students gone?
Wenoticed that neither Ken Nielsen,vice president for student life,
nor Donna Vaudrin, dean for students, put in an appearance at the
Homecoming dance Friday evening. The only administrator to appear
was William Sullivan,S.J.,University president.
IT IS disappointing that neither of the two administrators most
directly responsible for student welfare put in an appearance at the
biggest student-sponsoredactivity of the year.
For that matter we don't recall seeingNielsen or Vaudrin at many
other student activities this year. That's quite a contrast to the record
of former administrators we remember who worked in the student life
area.

Lett ers
to the editor

Letters to theeditor shouldbe300 words
or less, preferably typed and doublespaced. The Spectator reserves the right
to edit letters for length or profanity.
Names will be withheld on request, but
letters must be signed.
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element of student leadership has been
grossly lacking in offering support, it is
the student governmentitself.Fortunately,this criticismdoes not lie on the entire
student government,but primarilyon the
ASSU president and first vice president.
Throughout my two years as MUN secretary-general,I
have on numerous occasions met with various ASSU officers to
request assistance in publicizing an upcoming University event. Finally, barely
two months before the session begins on
April 12, do Iread any sort of public
ASSU support; where have YOU been
thislast year?
The most unjust criticism of The Spectator was its "inaccuratereporting." Tom,
we are not hosting "the Western Region
als" with peoplecoming from "the entire
West Coast." Instead we have schools attendingfrom New York City, Alaska,Nebraska, Oklahoma, Colorado and Arizona.
After all our conversations and articles
printed in The Spec, Iwould expect that
you above all people would know at least
the basic facts of this activity which you
state everyone should "at least be aware

of."
request that in the future the ASSU
I
will offer constructive support, not this

Published weeklyduringthe school year except onholidays and during exam periodsby Seattle University Edited
Aye Seattle. Wa. 95122 Second class postage paid at
byS U students witheditorialand business offices at»25 10th
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AuociateEditor
Catherine Caynor

NEWS: The Spectatoris generallyfairly
this area, but occasionally falls
down in objectively reporting the facts
without any bias. Also, important stories
are droppedfor want of a feature or filler
material. But overall, the reporting is
strong and covers a pretty widerange of
campus territory. Rating: three.
FEATURES: Because of space limitations, it is tough to run the number of
features TheSpec wouldlike to. Generally,
thepaperdoes a fair jobin this area.What
is really needed is originality in subject
matter. Rating: three.
SPORTS: As a sports writer,it is hard to
be objective here. But The Spec's sports
section is complete, with excellent women's coverage.Intramurals could use a
littlemoreplay here,but space limitations
figure in here, too. Rating: four.
PHOTOGRAPHY:Larry Steagall's photo features are usually top-rate. But the
restof the photography (exceptingsports)
is usually mediocre and unimaginative.
The Spec photographers are all good, but
the inspirational elementis missing from
their work. Rating: three.
LAYOUT:The physicallayout and look
of The Spec has improved 100 per cent
fromlast year,but thereis stillmuch to be
done. Frequently, unimaginative layouts
are used, and trite headlines inserted
because of a lack of time and preparation.
Consistencyis neededhere. Rating:three.
Totalofsix sections:21out of 30 possible
points.
Overall,Ithink TheSpectator is a pretty
goodcampuspaper.Ireally believe it to be
the second bestcampuspaper in the state.
Number one is not that far away.
strong in

Faculty Moderator

LeoKaufmann. S.I

inaccuracy
-To the editor:
In your last issue was printed a letter
believeneeds clarification and furwhich I
ther comment.I
am referring to theletter
entitled "Opinionator," written by Tom
Parker, ASSU president. His letter of
criticism focused on the inaccurateand incomplete manner events are reported in
The Spectatorby using your treatment of
the Model UnitedNations session as an
example.
Following a number of our conversations with The Spectator staff, Model
United Nations is confident that your
paperis fully awareof the need to report
the activitiesof the totalUniversity.
Iwas shocked by the "moreresponsible
than thou" attitude of Mr. Parker.If any

form of unfounded attack against elements of the student community.

Sincerely,
RichMorse

secretary-general,MUN

28thsession

pure corn
Tothe editor:
And yet another film "critic" has been
taken —by "Close Encounters of the Third
Kind" that piece of trash called entertainment that is currently milking the
public of itsmoney.
Fred McCandless' review January 27
was really a remarkable piece of comical
writing, expressing his ignorance of cinecontinued on page three

3 (February

continued from page two
matic history. Hecalls"Encounters" "...a
movie unlike any other movie since the
advent ofcinema.' He obviouslyhas never
seen"The Day theEarth Stood Still," that
lovely1950s film starring Michael Rennie
and PatriciaNeal.Thatfilm dealt with the
landing of a space ship from another galaxy,and despite beinginblack and white,
it told a better story than Steven Spielberg's silly, monumentally dull "Encoun-

ters."
"Encounters" is filled with so many absurdities (it apparently is supposed to represent some type of reality) that it defies
credibility.So many questions areleft unanswered just in the attempt to answer
the question: "Are we alone?" For example, what happened to all the other people
who experienced the encounter with the
aliens? Only Richard Dreyfuss and Melinda Dillon get any type of explanation. And
who else comes out of that monstrous
"mother ship?" Is Judge Crater in there,
havingbeen missing since the 19305? How
aboutAmeliaEarhart? Jimmy Hoffa?
Then there is that silly incident when
the men at the radar station tear apart a
huge globe because there isn't a map in
the place. One would think that any kind
of tracking station would have as many
maps in it as does a navigation bridge of
any ship. But apparently Spielberg and
his crew needed to kill a few more minutes.

No, "Close Encounters of the Third
Kind" is pure corn. Anyone who pays
$3.50 deserves it.And no one in the world
will ever convince me that it cost $20 million to produce. Such a waste, but then so
was McCandless' review.

ning for students of color in terms of career opportunities. And Ihave observed
with great pleasure her personal concern
for all students, for facultyand staff.

Congratulations, Ms. Nelms. Thank

you,Fr. Chuck and Dr.Nielsen.

Sincerely,

Oneal McGowan, S.J.

vicious circle
To the editor:
Have you ever .paused to notice how
manypieces of paper advertisinganything
from choir performances to acne studies
are taped to every portion of S.U.s
hallways and walkways that an eye could
did not mind the
conceivablyglance at? I
fact that organizationsput up informative
advertisements until Idiscovered that
every location has the exact same ones.
Last week one group had placed 17 of the
same poster just in the stairwell of Pigott
alone!
Advertising in this voluminous manner
creates a vicious circle; the more posters
our visualfields are exposedto every day,
theless wenoticethem, and the moremust
be posted before we will actuallyread one.
The only way we can survive is by
becoming functional illiterates.We should
just use the signposts that are made for
thispurpose.Perhaps we are too far away
from the ugly pulp mills of Tacoma to be
alarmed by this wasteof paper.
Sincerely,
JimSwindal

Sincerely,
PrestonTuregano
San Diego, Calif.

To the editor:

also add that you are a poor sport.
Idon'tmind beingyour scapegoat, John,
because I
realize The Spectator has been
rakedover the coals lately.I
take solace in
the fact that everybody who knows
anything about intramurals knows they
have never been better.
I
restrainfrom personallyattacking you
in this letter as youdid me in your opinion,
because Ihave at least aminimumofclass.
Isuggest, however, that one clean up his
own department before he attacks other
people's departments.

Sincerely,

BryanHanley
IntramuralDirector

congratulations

stabbed
To theeditor:
Bob Hutchinson's article was one which
stabbed many people in the back. I'm
afraid that if he sees the Mass as an im-

the final six.
Ms. Nelms' quiet confidence, high competence, and dedication to the students
made her the solidchoice for the directorship. And Dr. Nielsen's selection of her
marked a new day for S.U., for Ms. Nelms
is the first Afro-American woman in the
Northwest to be appointed to the Career
PlanningandPlacement directorship.
Iwould urge all students of color to
work closely with Ms. Nelms as she has
one of the finest track records for services
am especialdelivered at the University.I
ly heartened by her concern for solidplan-

has been our experience that the

Midnight Mass is dominated primarily by
a set clique. We have spoken with people
who have walked away with a feeling of
alienation because they did not make up
part of the "community." This feelingis
mutual amongon-campus and off-campus
students with whom we have shared our
views.
It is not that weare attackingMidnight
Mass per se, however, we no longer find
religious fulfillment in its contextbecause
ofthe problems above stated.
In closing, it is our opinion that the
framework of Midnight Mass needs to be
re-evaluated to determine whether or not
people are goingfor a sincere religiousexperienceor simply for a good time.
Sincerely,
RosemaryC.Ryan
LindaJ. Long

provised, flirtatious gathering of a bunch
of drunks studying body language, then
he ismissing the whole pointof the Mass.
The midnight Mass celebrated here is
one of the most beautiful celebrationsof
the Eucharist I
have ever participatedin.
This Mass has formed a strongly supportiveand trulylovingcommunity.
With this and the excellent Campus
Ministry group, Ihave found that Iam
able to face this new life squarely on my
own two feet, with one of those inspiring
hyperbole
"cocktail lounge" tunes in my heart, and
with the aid of Christ Jesus. Meanwhile, I
have some friends at other universities
To the editor:
who are just barely surviving spiritually
Inresponseto Bob Hutchinson's article I
because of this lack of community and a
thought he might have made some good
caring,open campus ministry team.
points if they had not gotten lost in his
tendency to hyperbolize to an incomdon't think he really
prehensible degree.I
means "a total lack of structure," for
instance,but withthe gist ofthearticle lost
in such absolutes as "total," "once, just
once," and cute metaphors like "weenieroast," "gigantic cocktail-party," and "flirdon'tlike
tations,"I'm not sure if eitherI
PerhapsI
I
get
point.
point
his
or
don't
his
Mr.
strongly
disagree
with
HutchinI
son's view of the "superficiality" of those just find his writing style aesthetically
lacking.
who actively participate in the midnight
quite
At any rate, one observation about
know,
you are
Mass. For those I
modern liturgy that he and his friends
wrong. There is a very powerful Spirit
descending on Christ's Church, and it is might reflect on: according to Vatican II
understood them, liturgy
touching many of us in various ways. guidelines, as I
should
be
enculturated
to the means of
Spirit
in
only
react to that
the
Some can
expressionof the participants. As far as I
setting of the Mass. Ican see no right to
denyinganyone this chance to experience cansee,liturgyhas along wayto gobefore
it expresses the people's experience of
true living.
filled
us
Spirit
this
has
Christ in a black way, for instance, or in a
us,
For many of
American Indian
with animmenselovefor our fellow Chris- Chinese way, or in an
American
culture is
dominant
way.
Even
respondin
thatlove with anemtians. We
brace.This embraceis frowned on by our in such a state of flux that it comes as no
society,but it is stillcontinued outsidethe surprise that poor liturgicalplanning gets
up withthe goodand the excellent at
Mass and with the same feelingbehind it. mixed
times.
In the past few years, Ihave
reMuch more can be said about this
vitalizing and redirecting of the original participatedin some very excellent liturthathave "flirted" with
Christian Spirit, for that is all this is, the gical experiences
body prayer,etc. And I
mysticism,
eastern
same Spirit that first formed the Church.
twinge of embarrexperienced
have
that
people,
here
is—
But all Iwant to say
being part of a
with
assment
that
comes
thanks. Hey,and if we are just superficial, poorlyplanned andcarried outliturgy,too.
flirtatious, and meaninglesspeople, then
But wemust expectand beopen to that, if
just remember what wehave going for us. we, as Catholics,
claim to be the universal
WE have aMass that lives, we have each
waiting
hear from and experChurch
to
other, and we have a Lord to follow
ience what Christ means to "all nations."
superficial,
radinamed Jesus— alsocalled
As apilgrim church, as sinners, we are
cal, criminal, blasphemous, flirtatious, a
meaningless
put up "on the way" andhave not yet arrived at

—

cutting back
To the editor:
About last week's little article "Vaudrin—A Littleof Everything." Let's face it,
that's a nice wayof saying "Very Much of
Nothing."While the president in the same
issue talks of greatly cutting back on
faculty with "light loads" and departments
of "smallproductivity," let's hopehe'll also

look at his administrativefamily.
Butterfly collecting is an expensive
hobby and while Vaudrin flits to a "zillion
committee meetings" and works for her
in-house degree at our expense, student
activities, over which she's in charge,
suffer asnever happened before.
However, the whole business has one
gain students no longer puzzle how the
Dean for Students' job was handed out
without a search. They now wonder if a
Dean exists at all. The whole thing is
probably done by mirrors! But, thank God,
we can always fall back on playing— er—

—

planning.

TheresaP. Woolsenn

waste
To theeditor:

It stems that there is waste during
these tidies of inflation when a class is
conducted ajid salary paid to a professor
with less than 10 students.If a class has
less than 10 enrollment, it shouldbe cancelled for that, particular quarter and
then trainingneeds or educational needs
and teaching expertise carefully examined. Perhaps theinstructor is at fault—
or perhaps there is not a genuine need

for theclass.

This wouldmean more critical examination by instructors of delivery, course
content, educational need, and effectiveness. These times are gettinghard in the
fact that no student can afford mediocrity
when it comes to an education.

...

If he
with these insults and still died for us,
am.
thenIdon'tmind carryingon just as I
Cathy Degnin

drunkard,

To the editor:
I
would like to publicly thank Fr. Chuck
Schmitz and the members of his selection
committee in their choosing Ms. Leanne
Nelms as the director of Career Planning
and Placement. Ihad the opportunity to
participate in the finalphase of that committee's work and Iwas very pleased with
the caliber of candidate selected among

set apart from everyday life and which
evokes special respect and reverence.
When the hostis given,no longer ina special sense, but in a common, everyday
manner, we lose the feelingof something
set apart from or greater thanourselves.
AsBob Hutchinson stated, Mass has become "an informal, spontaneous celebration of community." And originally, this
was something to be enjoyed. Unfortunately, it is no longer one aspect of the
Mass— it is practically the entire Mass.It

Letters to the Editor

poor sport
Missing from your opinion concerning
intramurals was the score of the game in
question.I'm sure Itoo would be upset if
myteamof basketball "stars"lost toateam
of players with little or no experience.
Would such a nasty letter have been
written had the score been reversed? I
think not. In addition to your dubious
talents as a journalist,it appearsthatI
may

In planning, the University administrators and deans shouldlook at: 1) what
subjects are really required, 2) the demand for those subjects, 3) instructional
expertise and effectiveness, and 4) the
changing market due to changes in our
society which affect educational needs.
This University needs to continue being progressive and a leader when it
comes togivingthe student the besteducation for each tuition dollar.
Sincerely,
John R.Toomey

10, 1978/The Spectator

shallowness
To theeditor:
We would likeBob Hutchinson to know
that there are others who agree with his
views onthe changing liturgy.
We, too, find shallowness in what is
termed"the Mass" nowadays.Because of
the overwhelming feeling of brotherhood
and good will,peopleare attracted to Midnight Mass. That's great,as Bob Hutchinson pointed out, butItshoves to the background all that which has ever been
termedsacred.It wouldseem that people
now look to Jesus Christ as nothing more
than a fellow student.He nolonger represents something sacred as that which is

some perfect universal liturgical expression that speaks to all peoples of all cultures,if itis possible or even desirable to
be that uniform. We cannot afford to impose stricter limits on liturgy at a time
when RomanCatholic liturgyisat the bare
beginnings of being enculturated to peoples whose heritage is not Latin, not

Western.
Yes,itis right that weput a stop topoor
liturgy and liturgy that cheapens or
trivializes the experienceof Christ among
beus yet beyond us. Bob Hutchinson, I
lieve,doeshave the key to this wholeissue
when he acknowledges that the students, or in a broadersense,the people of
God, are the ones responsible for developing and expressing liturgy.

Michael J.Corbis,N.S.J.
btton
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Campus security's competence questioned
by Janne Wilson

Recent complaints directed towards
S.U.s campus security have stirred
comment
and caused questions
concerningsecurity's adequacy.
A late response from S.U. security
guards to what was described as a
potentially dangerous situation left a
campus Health Center night nurse

campus.
"The only reason the guard shack is
ever empty is because both men are out
investigating.The guards are told never
to go out alone if they suspect
something,"he said.
Parks commented, "The empty guard
shack is a problem and we are reviewing
the mattercarefully."

questioning the competence of campus
security recently. The nurse claims
security did not respond to her 3 a.m.
call for assistance.
Eric Weightman, S.U.s security
supervisor, said the nurse overreacted to
the situation. Her statements about the
situation werenot fully correct,he said.

A student security guard who
requested anonymity has expressed
concern to The Spectator about the
ability of fellow work-study guards. "My
complaints against campus security are
mainlyincompetence;everybody takes it
as a joke," he said.

THE NURSE claimed she was in
danger of possible harm and harassment
from three S.U. students who were
"drunk and very spacy." Security,
though calledtwice, did not arrive."Ihad
a possible problem and did not get aid,"

of the situation when on graveyard shift
one evening. He was called to evict a

she said.

One of the three students refuted the
nurse's claim, stating their behavior was
not threatening in any way.
The following Monday, the nurse
talked to Weightman, who "informed me
that the security guard on duty at the
time of my problem was no longer with
security, he had been fired
I
found

...

out last night he was still on the staff,"
she said.

The nurse, whoclaimed the guard was
downstairs doing his laundry and had
ignoredthe call, said he was retained on
the staff because of his race. She said the
minorityaffairs office intervened and the
guard was rehired.

REPLIED, "The
guard in question had spoken to the
three students earlier that evening and
was fully aware of their sobriety.
However, the security guard may not
have been as keen to trouble as he should

WEIGHTMAN

have been.He wasdisciplined."
Dr. Virginia Parks, vice president for
business and finance, responded that the
guard had not been fired, but his case
was reviewed. "As far as I'm aware,
security has never fired any guards," she
said.
Other areas of security are also weak
on campus, the nurse said. "Icome home

anywhere between11:30 p.m.and 1a.m.;
as I
walk up the sidewalk to the dorm, I
pass the gatehouse.If there is a guard in
there,he's asleep."

WEIGHTMAN replied that two
people are always on duty during the
graveyard shift. One mans the guard
shack while the other patrols the

THE GUARD became seriouslyaware
person from Campion Lobby and had

problems, he said. "I called for backup
and the guard present at the desk simply
sat and laughed

—

he made me look like

a fool. Icalled the Seattle Police
Department, and they took care of the
problemfor me," he continued

The backup he called for arrived a few
minutes after the police, he explained.
"It's pretty bad when a city cop can beat
your own securityguard," headded.
Weightman responded that security

really has only one truly dedicated
student guard.
HARRY BALDWIN, another security
guard, said "When we get someone good
we use him as much as we can, then his
allocationfor work-study runs out."
Parks had difficulty believingthat few
students take security jobs seriously.
"I'venever had anyone tell me that," she
said, "It is an important student job; we
try to get competent and qualified
people."

asking for complaints, but Ido feel
problems shouldbe raised," she said.
One of thereal frustrations of security
is a lack of funds, Baldwin said. "[But] if
the administrationthought it was one of
the most important departments, they
would giveit moremoney."
There is no department at S.U. that
couldn't use more money, repliedParks.
"Security is a very important part of the
University."

Nelms named
office director

The security system is directed by
responsible people, said the nurse, but
the guards themselves don't care enough
to makeit work.
THE NURSE added that the escort
service on campus was almost worthless.
"Nine times out of ten you won't get an
escort. They'llcall you a bigbaby chicken
or just hangup," she said.
"She should have reported the
problem," Weightman said. "I can't
investigate something I'm totally
unawareof."

Students don't tell the
anything until something

guards
drastic
happens, Baldwin replied. "We need
their cooperation too," he said.
PARKS was unaware of these
complaints. "These problems have never
been called to my attention. I would
certainly like to look at them. I'm not

Metro changes

Trolley expansion begins
Crawled out fromunder arock recently?
If so, perhaps you haven't heard of the
Metro trolley expansion and route changes.

Seattle's electric trolleys will be replaced by diesel motor buses during
modernization of the system, due for
completion June 1979. Metro will begin
changing thenumbers and names of some
routes and improve service to West
Seattle, Burien andRedmond.
EXPANSION WILL include 28 to 52
milesof trolleyroutes. Allnew trolleywire
will be installed, and 109 new American
Motors General Trolleybuses, each equipped with wheelchair lifts, will be utilized.
Most trolley routes will have some
readjustment of service.
Each route will have its own identification number, thus eliminatingduplication.
Some route numbers will be changed and
all will carry destinationinformation.
Fast, limited-stop service will be called
"Express" rather than "Flyer" or "Blue
Streak." Newbus-stopsigns will designate
which routes serve that stop.
IMPROVEDSERVICEto Redmond and
Burien will coincide with the opening of

Leanne Nelms
Leanne Nelms, acting directorofCareer
Planning and Placement, has been appointed new directorof that office. She is
the first Afro-American woman in the
Northwest to be named to the post.
Before coming to the Career Planning
and PlacementOffice as placement assistant inJuly, 1976, Nelms had workedin the
Registrar's Office.
Nelms grew up in the East and
graduatedfrom NorthwesternUniversity
in Boston, Mass. She came to Seattle in
1973.

permanent park-and-ridelotsthis summer.

West Seattle willhave a local bus service
within the community and express service
to downtown Seattle.
The trolleyrehabilitationwill cost $37.6
million; $29.2 million is federally funded.
Thenewtrolleybuses, at acost of $135,400
each, will replace the 59 current trolleys,
most of which werebuiltduring the19405.
The first stages of Metro expansion
becameeffective January 21.

LOOKING FOR A
PLACE TO BEGIN?

BSU sponsors workshops,
film for black history month
A wide-ranging program of activities will unfold this February as S.U.s
Black StudentUnion presentsBlack History Month.
Everyone is encouraged to learn more about the black culture from the activities,saidDavid Black,BSU president.
He said exceptionalactivities include a dance February 24 with the band
Seattle Pure Dynamite,a soul food dinner February 25 and a performanceby
the Total GospelExperienceChoir February28.
The completeschedule:
FEBRUARY 13-The film "Slave Story" will be presentedat 7 p.m. in Chez Moi, BellarmineHall.
FEBRUARY 17-A talk entitled"How toCope With Stress," by Millie Russell, director of the pre professional health service at the U.W., willbe from noon to1p.m. in the
Bellarmineconferenceroom.
FEBRUARY 18— A workshopcalled "Black Women and Jobs," directed by Leanne
Nelms, new director of Career Planning and Placement, will be from 10 a.m. to4 p.m.
in theStimsonroomofthe A.A.Lemieux Library.
FEBRUARY 23- A film titled "A Warm December," plus other shorts, will be
screened from7:30-11p.m.in Pigott auditorium.Admissionis 50 cents.
FEBRUARY 23— "Opportunities for Blacks in the Army" will bediscussed by Capt.
JamesGriffin from noon to1p.m.in theBellarmineconference room.
FEBRUARY 24 -A dance featuring Seattle Pure Dynamite will explode from 9 p.m.
to1 a.m. at Campion Tower.Admissionis $1.50 in advance,$2 at thedoor.
FEBRUARY 25 -A soul food dinner will be servedfrom 5-7:30 p.m. at Tabard Inn.
Costis $2. There willbe a get-togetherin the upper Chieftain following thedinner.
FEBRUARY 27— A film titled"Black Music America" will be shown from 7-8 p.m. in
Chez Moi, Bellarmine Hall.
FEBRUARY 28— The Total Gospel Experience Choir will perform from 7-9 p.m. in
theBellarmineHall lobby or the Liturgical Center.

LOOK INTO THE PEACE CORPS & VISTK
Peace Corps and VISTA volunteers are peoplepretty much like you
People with commitment and skills
who haveassessed theirlives anddecided there must be more to life than
just holding down a job
The problems that our volunteers
deal with both overseas and here at
home aren't new Such as the cycle of
povertythat traps one generationalter
another because they'retoo busy holding onto getahead The debilitatingeffects of malnutrition and disease Education that's either too little or none
Skills that are lacking, and the means
to get them too.
Your college training qualifies
you to handle more of these problems
than you might think Such as teaching
nutritionandhealth practices.Oraanizing communities to work on problems
ranging from neighborhood stop signs
toutility ratesand tax reforms Advising

small businesses Introducingbetteragncultural techniques. Building classrooms and roads, or working on reforestation programs.The number ol jobs
to do is nearly as great as the number
of volunteers who have served since

1961. Over 150.000
Thepay is nothing to write home
about, but there's one thing we CAN
promise you. There will be plenty to
write home about
Look into the Peace Corps and
VISTA. There's no better placeto begin,

PEACE CORPS
VISTX
w***«*
A
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Rugby: a game of bruises

AN INJUREDPLAYER is escorted off the field.

Gap-toothed smiles, scarred faces and
bruised bodies: all are after-effects of
England's sacred game of rugby.
The sport has undergone a modest

growth in the past few years in the Puget
Sound region. Teams, such as Old Puget

Soundand the University of Washington,
battle regularlyat East Green Lake Field.
Rugby was introduced to this nation's
sports enthusiasts at the turn of the
century, but it has yet to achieve the
popularity that its British counterpart,
soccer, has gainedjust recently.

The playgroundwarriors seem content
to scrum under acurtain of public apathy,
sharing the pain and enjoyment of their
minor sport.

A BATTERED Old Pugetrugby player displays his knocks

Staff photos by Larry Steagall

UNIVERSITYOF WASHINGTON andOld Pugetrugby players scramble
for the ball carrier.

EXHAUSTED AND DIRTY players break from the scrum
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begins job as
Hsu
Students celebrate in style
during Homecoming 1978 computer center director

6

by Catherine Gaynor
GeorgeHsu is the new director of the
computer center

after three searches

were conducted to find a qualifiedperson
to work with the new Hewlett-Packard
3000 computer.
LastMondayHsu started his day as director at 6 a.m. in Barman. One computer

BECKY BERNARDS and Barb Michieli enjoy themselves during the
homecoming dance Saturday at Inglewood Country Club.

Classifieds
Professional Typist— Neat, accurate preparation of theses, reports, and papers. Call
Bonnie-542-5972 evenings

.

Nutritional weight lost program. Lose up to
29 Ibs./month. No shots, drugs or dieting.

Money back guarantee. $27.50.30-day supply.

878-3739.

Distributors needed now. No investment
necessary. Earn $200 to

$400 monthly
part-time. Complete training program free.

878-3739.

If you haven't hosted a Slimlife party, you

haven't hosted a fun party. Hostess needed
now. Earn free gifts or money. 878-3739.

Typewriter rentals by day, week, or month.
Three months rental can apply toward
purchase. Service and repair all makes.Sales
of new andreconditionedmachines in all price
ranges with one-year guarantee parts and
labor. TI-FA Typewriter Co., 1631 East Olive
Way 2 V4blocks west of Broadway. 322-4544
dairy, 9-6:30, Sat.10-4.

-

Scott good lock in tonight's big one. We
ordered you bigger hat in preparation in

"

anticipationof your win.

Retreats forCatholic Women:Jan. 27-29;Feb.
24-26; ages19-39.March 24-26; ages19-39.
March 10-12 for ages 40 + Lenten mini-retreats Feb. 12 and Mar. 4. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
ContactSiena Center 8610 Bth N.E. 98115.
523-7217.

.

NEEDED: Individuals who have

or

are

currently undergoing psychotherapy who
would be willing to be interviewed on their
experience. Confidential. Call Jan, 626-«664
day",325-9756 after 6p.m.
House for rent. Two bedrooms, two baths,
fireplace, dishwasher, disposal, washer-dryer.
Off-street parking available for three cars.
Unfinished basement. Front and back yard.

Rent $350. Address: 2826 Harvard Aye. E.,
Seattle.Call722-1353.
Work-study students make more money with
Shoreline YMCA. Afterschool day-care
program. Career experience.Call Gwenda at

364-1700.

systems employee said the center has
beenin needof properadministrationand
someone who can understandandmanage
the H.P.3000.
Hsu received his business administration degree from Cheng Kong University
in Taiwan and amaster's degree in operationalmanagement andstatisticsfromthe
University of Washington.
THE NEW COMPUTER system has
not had a proper christeningday,since no
oneon campus was qualifiedto coordinate
the complicated system. Hsu's job is further complicated because the efficiency
level at the computer system "has problems and the center is a mess that needs
to be resolved,"one employeesaid.
Toppriority for the new directoris the
conversion from the old Honeywell computer to the new Hewlett-Packard. The
new computer is different from most computers and especially different from the
old Honeywell. Hsu said the Honeywell
model was batch-processing with punch

Faculty, employee
fringe benefits sparse
by Anne Christensen
S.U. employeesother than facultyhave
few if any fringe benefits,andfaculty benefits are below those of other private institutionsinWashington.
A University task force on fringe benefits, commissioned by S.U.President William Sullivan, S.J., in November, recommended includingstaff, professional staff
and Jesuits on retirement and medical
programs and increasingthe University's
contributiontofaculty andadministration
medical plans.
(STAFF refers primarily to secretarial
and clerical workers; professional staff
includesprogramdirectors and other employees not considered administration.)
"They [professional staff, staff and Jesuits] currently have—
— as far as Iknow
you can really say no fringe benefits except tuition remission," said Dr. Harriet
Stephenson,chairperson of the task force
and president of the faculty senate.
As a short-term goal, the task force
calls for a minimum compensation
package for every employee of 14 per cent
of his gross salary,adding the percentage
for retirement, life insurance, disability
benefits and medical plan. The average
compensation for this year is 12.25 per
cent, but some S.U. employees receive
"zeropercent," Stephensonsaid.
AVERAGEcompensations at other privateuniversities in the state are:
GonzagaUniversity 13.5 percent
PacificLutheranUniversity
15.25 percent
Seattle Pacific University
13.75 per cent
University of Puget Sound
26.33 per cent
S.U. now pays $5 permonthfor each faculty member's medical plan. The task
force's proposal would increase that to
$10 for 1979 andraiseit by $5 each successive year through 1981, costing the University an estimated $10,000 additionally
per year. Staff and professional staff
wouldbeadded to the planin 1979 on the
same basis; Jesuits would be included in
1980.
Stephenson added that "these are
rough estimates of what it would cost the
University to put them on, becausenot all

peoplein those categories would opt to go
on."
TO INCLUDE those three categories
on the retirement plan, with each employee contributing 5 per centof his gross
salary and the University matching the
amount, would cost approximately
$76,000 in 1979.
The task force also recommended increasing the matching amount on the retirementplanto 7 percent in1980.

Few of the task force's recommenda-

tions,if implemented,would substantially

affect faculty or administration. "It'sdefi-

nately geared to every category except
faculty and administration,"said Stephenson of her group'sproposal."This year we
had to go for equity."
"THIS is not an ideal proposal by any
means. It is, though, what we consider to
be pretty realistic given the financial constraints. And
our thought too was to
make this certainly a more equitable distribution of the benefits in the University
community,"Stephenson said.
The task force's report was submitted
to Sullivan January 24 and will be taken
to the February 15 meeting of S.U.s

...

Boardof Trustees.

Filipino writer

cards, which tends to let work pile up until evening.The new Packard uses terminals which are user-oriented instead of

work-oriented.
Terminals can be explained if students
remember the registration process at the
beginningof fall quarter.Each student re-

ceived punched cards for class schedules

and enrolled ina class whichcame out ona

George Hsu
computer printout display. Lately, stu-

dents have seen in the registrar's office a
TV-like screen that displays the course

number and other information. This process ismore efficient, feedingdirectlyinto
the computer rather than requiring individualcardprocessingat night.
THE CONVERSION to this new terminal system is essential to settingup the
computer center and establishing
standard procedure for those wanting to
use the computer. "Tape was all over the
floor, and we need a tape library so we
know who is usingit and it can be traced
and charged to the proper accounts," Hsu
said. The house-cleaningof the center is
important,he added.
Hsu's second priorityis a data-based security, which meanseach user of the computer will be on an account so there will
be no computer fraud.The user's personal
password must be entered in order to use
the computer. Certain classified information, such as grades, willnot be available
to unauthorized users. This, Hsu hopes,

will eliminate the possibility of someone

changinghis grade from a D to an A.
The computer is used by the registrar,
alumni house, engineering,psychology, financial aid, business, controllerandother
students through class work."Eventually
I
would like to see the computer used as a
cost-sharing concept where everyone
shares the expenseby billing,"Hsu said.
HIS FINAL priority is to evaluate the
old system and either change or modify
how the center is run.
Walt Smith, computer programmer,
said, "I think Hsu is the kind who likes
communication, which has always been a
problemhere. He has proposeda series of
staff meetings to set up standard proceduresandclean up thearea."

Book

o
4
to appear at S.U. Sample snoP
N.V.M. Gonzales, a widely honored
Filipino writer, will visitthe S.U. campus,
1p.m.February17intheLemieux Library
auditorium, to present slides entitled
"Filipino Literature and Life."
Gonzales is a visiting professor of
Asian-American Literature at the University of Washington.He is the author of a
wide variety of literary works; in 1961 he
won the Republic Cultural Heritage for
Literature for his novel "The Bamboo
Dancers."
THE SLIDE presentation will include
aspectsof Filipinolife which Gonzales will
relate to the writing of his country.
Anyone interested is welcome. Admission is free.
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506 E. Pine
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Used booksof general interest with a special emphasis on folklore, fantasy and science fiction.
Prints& posters, too.
11-7 Mon -Sat
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Committee findings

Departmentproductivity report
Instructionalproductivity indices

FinancialDatafor 1976-77
(Story on page one)

Department

The followingchartshows the productivity
comparison between individual academic
departmentswithinthe University.
The five factors used in index calculations
were tuition income, teaching faculty cost,
other department revenue, departmental
expenses besides teaching faculty costs and
administration cost, which is the sum of the
department chairman's administrative salary
and a proportionate share ofthe dean's office

1. History
2. English
3. Philosophy
4. InstituteofPublic

5. Psychology
6. Mathematics
7. Theology/Religious
Studies

8. Speech

|40th]

9. Police Science

10. Business
11. AlcoholStudies

12. RehabilitationServices
13. Physics

14. HealthInformation
15. Biology
16. Foreign Language
17. PoliticalScience
18. Honors
19. Civil Engineering
20. Sociology

21. Journalism
22. Chemistry
23. Community Services
24. Education
25. Nursing
26. Fine Arts
27. Physical Education
28. ElectricalEngineering
29. MechanicalEngineering
EntireInstitution
(indices based on averages)

BBSS!

""

Cost— B

70,808

414,319
420,004

137,608

273,404
22,360
83,512

1,018,432
90,280
96,752
120,796

120.276

141,606

61,445
93,609

104.855
102,940
9,488

35,278

423.759

35,334
25,560

43.908
47.362

232,319
167,921

96,252

153.764

74,244
39,854

81,818
47,176
100,724
37,492

76,401

164,372
60,216
42,004

47.815
42.114

153.136

53,544
435,542
316,056

43,784
5.833,752

46,698
2.545,865

—

Other Department
Dept.

Income
-C

Expenses

D

--

725
388
492

--

9,064

--

1,909
4,037

----------

17,146
51,202
15,010
85,780
41,757
224,461
223,380
129,191

277

189
260
21,899

690

11,230
5,448
6,207
10,113
2,949
655
549

245

--

638
185
7,437

Admin. FSCI
Costs— E

AICI

ACI

TCI

3.965
3.011
2.966

3.925
3.002
2.956

27.949
31.586
31.720

3.442
2.742
2.704

3.353
2.829
3.043

2.922
2.772

19.583
30.317

2.931

16.592

2.543
2.540

9,795
95
2,875

2.656
2.357

2.649
2.311

2.367

2.350

27.913
23.678
29.048

2.419
2.288
2.174

38,954
7,766

2.403

2.285

26.145

2.102

10,328
10,462
7,307
14,580
9,873
10,140
7,471
10,997
9,709

2.555

3.785

2.506
2.630
2.447
2.245

11.625

2.062
2.053
2.019

10,046
13,117

13,241
10,522
8,734

19,415

8,139
11,789
3.178

2.754
2.540
2.414
2.198
2.071
2.053
2.751

1.967
2.498
1.785

2.184
2.116
2.053

1.643

1.607
1.458
1.393
1.367

1.391
1.172

10.844

1.233
1.087
1.021
.739
.693

2.467

2.387
149.676

370,406

2.291

2.164

---

1,080

2,182

29,147

10.999

1.882

4.607
12.990
19.995

2.713

1.943

8,971
13,623
13,787

--

3,765
11,085

1.921
1.808
1.709
1.662

1.498
1.648

39,756

1.976

10.952
4.290

2.025

1.522
1.940
1.415
1.272
1.259
.997
.938

671

9.368
11.546
16.461
15.934
17.008
15.164

2.491

1.204

.972
.892

10.374

8.014

14.994

6.712
3.083

3.176

15.750

1.637

1.903

Credit- a way of American life

pTtjSj

by Carol Pine

The bronze, 18-year-old beach-god
strolls into his local jock shop, picks out
the Cadillac of surfboards and pays for it
with a personal credit card. The teenage
girl with a steady paper route and stunningsincerity securesa local bank loanfor
a new, ten-speed bike. Three young collegegraduates have a yen to sell jeans in
their own retail shop. No experience,but
lots of energy.They convince a localbank
to advance them $5,000 to start the venture.
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206-523-5224
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Though credit was once the exclusive
privilegeof well-to-do,mature Americans,
the consumer picture has changed dramatically.Consumers over 50 remember a
cash on the-barrelheadsociety when nothing was theirsuntil they could pay for it.

University VillageBldg.,

Rm. 200

In full.

4900-25th Aye. NE
Outside NY State ONLY
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Teaching
Faculty

280,775

206,050
264,784
322,140

Service

budget.

DIFFERENCE!

Tuition
—
Income A

CALL TOLL FREE

I

800-223-1782

BUT NO MORE. Today's consumers
buy now and pay later. Our affluent society has become the credit society. We
know that we can flash a few plastic rec-

InvestigateUpper Divition and Graduate Study on theMonterey Peninnila

130 Mites South sf San francisto

tangles embossed with meaningful numbers and gain instant consumer acceptance. We are not in the mainstreamuntil
we have at least one installment loan.
Buying with cash in the seventies. Time
magazine recently noted, seems as outmoded as the crew cut.
The varietyof goods and services available on credit is astounding. Of course,
there are the traditional items such as
cars,homes,clothes, appliances,furniture,
food and airline tickets. But a person can
also rent a Los Angeles apartment, or
rent a car, or buy ski-lift tickets inAspen
oncredit. Hecan buy taxirides on credit
and finance veterinaryservices for his ailingterrier on credit.If he's a culture buff,
he can buy original paintings and sculptures on credit.He caneven chargehis annual church donations or enroll in a collegeeveningcourse oncredit.
No wonder some people collect credit
cards like they once collected baseball
cards. The plastic rectangles stamped

Master Charge, American Express, Am-

oco and Visa are just as goodas currency.
Sometimes better. The average middleclass Americanhas12.8 creditcards.
IN 80ME WAYS, to avoid buying on
credit seems, somehow, un-American.

Certainly,if weboughtgoods andservices
strictly with cash, the economy wouldbe
sloweddown considerably.But it is not all
patriotism and consumer conditioning
that lead us to buy on credit. Inflation,
coupled with recession in recent years,
has made livingtough for everyone.

No wonder young married couples are
scrambling to buy homes— not because
homes are a bargain.Far from it. They're
scrambling because the $50,000 home
they admired this year will cost an estimated $75,000 by 1981.
The conditions and statistics speak
clearly.Time magazinereportedinFebruary that the U.S. populationhad grown44
per cent since 1950, but the total amount
of outstanding consumer installment debt

multipliedmore than 12 times to roughly
$179 billion.(That figure,by the way,does
noteveninclude home mortgagedebt.)
WE ARE truly a credit society and
young adults are the people who depend
on credit most. "Their wants and needs
exceed their income," said Ronald Me
Cauley of the Chicago Federal Trade

Commission regional office.

(continued next week,

Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies
An independent upper division, graduate, and professional school granting
BA ,MA degrees; Teaching Credentials; Certificates in Translation and
Interpretation Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges. California State Board of Education Veterans Approved
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'Summer Session Only

For Information Write to:
DEAN OF ADMISSIONS
SpringQuarter: March 27-June 10, l»78
POST OFFICE BOX 1978
Summer Session: June 20-August 26, 197. MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 93940

GEORGE WILLIAMS, DEAN OF ADMISSIONS, WILL
VISIT SEATTLE UNIVERSITY, WEDNESDAY,
FEB. 15, FROM 9:00-12:00. THOSE INTERESTED
IN DISCUSSING MIFS PROGRAMS SHOULD MAKE
ARRANGEMENTS THROUGH THE CAREER PLANNING &
PLACEMENT OFFICE.

JOBOPENINGS
The followingpositions areavailablethrough the Career Planning and Placement office at McGoldrickStudentDevelopmentCenter.
L.P.N. CLINIC NURSE, full-time, $7,800 a year,performsnursing duties in medical
clinic.Nurse assistsclinicians with patient examinations, instructs patients regarding
contraception,and performs relatedclinic nursing duties.
ACCOUNT MANAGER OR TECHNICAL CONSULTANT, full-time, salary open,
job consists of implementing computer-based solutions to business problems in the
areas of financial planning, forecasting, project management and data-base applications. Need good computer programing experience and understanding of the applicationofareas as describedabove. ClosesMarch 1, 1978.
ACCOUNTING CLERK TRAINEE, process accounts payable and support billing
clerk, need good math aptitude and 10-key by touch, Monday-Friday, four hours daily
at $2.75an hour.
SOCIAL WORK/PRACTICUM PLACEMENT, salary open, 24 hrs. a week, help
train 17-year-olds in skills of emancipation, need to be 21 years or older and some
counseling experienceisdesired.
WORK-STUDY
Several work-study positions are still available,particularly for those withany type
ofoffice skills. We needyou!
Business minded? Cashier for a local YMCA, auditing and accounting, $3.25/hr., 15
hrs./wk.Interested? Come see us.
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of interest...
Incompletes removed
Students whointend to remove a grade
of Incompletefromfall quarter,1977, must

complete work, obtain an "I" grade
replacement card from the Registrar's
office, pay the $8 fee at the Controller's
office and submitthe card and the receipt
to the instructor by February 13.
The instructor will assign a grade and
return the card to the Registrar's office.
Confirmation of the grade received will be
mailed to each student when processing is

'

complete.

distributed on Valentine's Day to lucky
people all over campus.
Items willbesold asan entireunit, whole
cakes, pies, and cookies by the dozen.
The sale will benefit the Child Care
Center's field trip fund. Weekly, the
children planactivities inthe community to
expandtheirenvironmentand gaineducational experience.
Fundsraised willgo specifically for costs
of using the school van and covering
admission for various events.
If interested in purchasing something,
call theChildCare Center,626-5394, today
or Monday only.

Valentine goodies

Soulfood

The parents and staff of S.U.s Child
Care Center arebusybakinggoodiesto be

Children at the Child Care Center will
participateFebruary 17in a soul foodmeal
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as one of various events this month to
better acquaint them with black culture
and heritage.
The meal will be prepared by four black
work-study students who work as teacher
assistants at the center. In addition to the
meal, black musicians will visit the center
to present their music to the children.
DURING THE month the children will

and senateseats five, six,seven and eight
are open. The four executive positions
provide an 80 per cent tuition remission.
Theprimaryelection isFebruary 17,the
general election February 24. Candidate
debates are scheduled February 15and 17.

learn about different African tribes and
customs particular to the black culture.

ASSU sign-ups

One small way to change
community andself perception
recycle a good book.
1506 E.Denny
9a.m. -Bp.m. Mon.-Sat
323-1179

-

Candidates for ASSU offices in the
upcomingelection must besignedup in the
ASSU office by 4:30 p.m. today.
The positions of president, first vice

BUY-SELL-TRADE

president,secondvicepresident,treasurer
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Center for the Defense of Free Enterprise
Each year, you pay about 45% of your income to local, state and
federal governmentintaxes. Every dollar you earn from January through
June goes to feed the bureaucrats.
And what do you get? More taxes and more regulations. Stilling
regulations and taxes that drive prices up.
And government regulations often make more people poor. The
minimum wage,for example,puts youngpeople and minoritiesout of work.
After all, would you ratherbe employed at $2.25an hour,or unemployed at
$2.65 an hour?
We're concerned about these problems and many others. We believe
that less government,not more,is the answer. Freepeople workingtogether
freely can accomplish more thanmillions of federal bureaucrats telling you
what to 'do with your life.
The free enterprise system built the prosperity we have today. The
government bureaucrats didn't achieve this property. People in a free
marketplace did.
We believe that America must return to the free enterprisesystem now.
We're the Center for the Defense of Free Enterprise and we're working to
lower taxes, eliminate unnecessary governmentregulations and undertake
programs to educate people on the free enterprise system.
If you've ever complained about high taxes,high prices or annoying
bureaucrats, butdidn't know what to do, just writeus. Together wecan work
to restore the free enterprise system.
Join our drive to cut the bloat out of government. And help starve a
feeding bureaucrat.

p—— "
|
rm tired of the bureaucrats and their

I'm tiredof high taxes and Iwant to
. regulations.
he|
p starve a feeding bureaucrat.
|"
" 'P- sendmemore information on
' D Please
I ow can
C

□

it's about time.Enclosed is my tax
deductible contribution to help starve a feeding |
Ibureaucrat. $

J

'

iName

IAddress

I

|

j CitV

'

Ict

♥

j
y

Occupation /School

I

for the Defense of Free Enterprise
.I Center
1601 114th S.E., Suite 178
i

Bellevue, WA 98004
(206)455-5038
I
I

I

I
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arts & entertainment
'
Aztec colorparades in 'Bacchae
by Catherine Gaynor

Feather masks and headdresses and
dancing near an Aztec altar will set the
stage for the openingnight of "The Bacchae"byEuripides.
The drama productionby S.U.s drama
department is set in the extravagantland
ofthe Aztecs. WilliamDore,associate professor of drama, is the director who adaptedEuripides' play and set it in the south
ofthe borderculture.
OPENING NIGHT is Wednesday, February 22. The play will run through the
25th at the American Contemporary

Theatre (ACT).
"The Bacchae" is about Dionysus, the
god, coming to earth in a human form to

punish King Pentheus for forbidding his
rites to be practiced because the King
thoughtthem to beobscene.
The scenes from the play are full of
sensual colorsand dancing that flows with
the poetry. The modern dancingis accented with red, blue, purple and yellow feathers on the headdresses. The masks on
the headdresses are carved faces and
standfrom three to six feet tall.
THE REHEARSALS, full of movement andcolor, enticeallthe senses to expect more with each scene. The total im-

pact of the play in Dore's adaption is yet
to be seenuntil openingnight.

Even the faculty is participating. Marspeech professor, is performing in the play. Other S.U. performers include John Barmon, Matt Durkin,
Chris Henry,Mary Jeannot, Rene Laigo,
garet Penne,

Glenn Mariano, Jeannie Mucklestone,
Joe Peterson, Mary Peterson,
Bianca Rosario, Barb Shea, Maura Shea,
Mark Solomon, Ed Wang and Kevin
Penne,

Wilson.
The plumagesof soft colors were made
by Carrie Van Dyck, who is piecing together the hundreds of feathers for the
performance. Assisting her in the
costume and design shop is Wyn Roll.
PhyllisLegters is the modern dance choreographer.
LAST TUESDAY the set was put on
stage.The Aztecpyramid folds out and on
top is an altar for the god. David Butler,
assistant professor of drama, is the scene
designerand technical director.
"This weird and awesome play, which
seems in ways contemporary as that of an
expressionist, creates a mood of mysterious excitement and exhiliration and contains some of Euripides' best poetry. This
should be one of the most colorful productions wehave done,"Doresaid.

Passwords
photo by Catherine gaynor

THEMALE CHORUS from the play "The Bacchae" gathers around the
altar.

I

by

Fred McCandless

Arts & Entertainment Editor

~~^^^l Wheatfieldplays The War of the Words
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tomorrow night

Ladies, may ah have yer attenshun
pleeze!
As is the custom in these heah parts,
the time has done arrived tor y'aU t0 ?rab
yer fav'rite man by the crook o' his l'ilol'
arm (or by the nap of his l'il ol' neck) and
persuadehim to go with y'all to the Sadie
Hawkins Dance which'llbe commencin' in
theBellarminedining hall tomorrow night
'bout9 p.m.
AN'IF it ain't enough that you git.the
n>an of yer choice, you git what's prob'ly
the best darn band in these heah parts:
Wheatfield. They's a group of five of the
best lookin' gents in the county who play
the footstompin'est bluegrass y'all evah
did heah.
They done been pleasin' folks mighty
nigh a long time now, an' some of them po'
folks still ain't walkin' right. But don' let
tnat fear ya none 'cause when y'all gits
tired of shakin' yer feet all 'round the
room, jes' kick on back an' listen to what
five men can do with 20 differn't
instruments!
Wheatfield'll rock yer socks off with
ev'rythin' from knee-slappin'bluegrass to
frog-leapin' funk, so grab yer man an' git
before he
to the Sadie Hawkins Dance
gits askedby someoneelse. .
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Work with boys In Technical
and AcademicHigh Schools,
in summer camps,boys'clubs,
and In world-widemissions.
To learn more about this Catholic
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The mere mention of controversy

prompts even the most conservative
bystanderto don his side's colors and take
action against all opposition.
Usually, the regulations of a polemic
battle are straightforward: All arguments
must be grounded in fact. The world of
opinion is an extremely volatile place
where the attacker risks annihilating
himself if he loads his statements with

aquarium;weareinteresting,but what can
they learn from us?
Over the years, the media has made
available various slices of the UFO pie.
Within the last year, the explosive hits
"Star Wars," and more recently "Close
Encounters of the Third Kind" have
elaborated on the theme, "We are not

alone."

MORE AND more, people are consideringthe notion that this small Earth is not
the onlyplace wherelifeexists.We areona
very tiny planet which is floating like a
IN OUR modern world, controversies dust speck in a vast universe; to believe
areas heated as they were whenthe shape that wearethe onlyexampleof intelligent
of the world was questioned almost 500 life is not only ridiculous, but laughable.
"Close Encounters" is not a docuyears ago.
Right now the giant tug-o'-war in mentary film about an actual landing on
progress deals withthepossibility of lifeon Devil's Tower, Wyoming— it is a well
other worlds, and more specifically, the thought out, well executed portrayal of
reality of UFOs. Are we indeed being what might happen if the puzzle pieces
visited by curious creatures from beyond happento fall into place.
It doesn't really matter if the movie is
the down-homeluxuriesof McDonald's and
liked or disliked, for that is not what
the Super Bowl?
Steven Speilberg had in mind when he
Thereasonthe controversyexistsisthat wrote the screenplay.It allows mankind to
noconcrete evidence hasbeen providedfor
look at itself in an emergency situation, a
careful scrutinization by all concerned. close encounter with a UFO. Isay
Theories such as the renownedErich Von emergencybecause man'sinstinctive reacDaniken's "Chariots of the Gods," which tion to something unfamiliar is to shoot
basetheir conjecturesin thearchaeological first and ask questions later. This is a
discoveries around the world, offer us a wonderful way to maintainpeaceof mind,
reasonable explanation of the strange but aterrible wayof obtaininginformation.
lightsin the sky which baffle even the Air
IN ALL probability, if there is life
Force. Are they friendly,ordo they pose a beyond
the ozone layer, it is more
threat to the security of every living intelligent than man. Take Mars for
person?
example. If the Martians boasted an
ludicrous,
THE LATTER seems
for if a intelligence on a par with their Terran
race of beings whohavedeveloped ameans counterparts, our Viking probes would
of traversing the vastness of deep space have beenblastedinto bite-size bits. When
wanted to destroy or enslave us, it you stop to think about it, is it a wonder
wouldn't take much of an effort on their thatactual contact withaUFO is inhibited?
friendly saucer-jockey would
part. Agreed, our struggle for freedom Even a making
a rest stop at Earth
hesitate
might
even
valiant,
quite
would be
and we
bringdown afewoftheirfinest pilots,butI because of our formidable arsenal.
The more people that realize the UFO
wouldn't be organizinganykindof victory situation,
the better. And that's why
celebration.
"Close Encounters" are not
movies
like
theyprobably
at
us
The truth is that
look
the way we stare at tropical fish in an only entertaining,but informative.

whathe thinks rather than whatheknows.
Playinghunches can be just as dangerous
as playing with dynamite.
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sports
Idaho meet tomorrow
for women gymnasts
by BobSmith

Determination sometimes can't overcome injury and a larger opponent, as
S.U.s women's gymnastics team discovered Saturday afternoon in Portland.
Portland State University, stocked
with seven competitors,outdistanced the

Chieftains 117.93-62.33.
The Chieftain squad lost sophomore
Charlie Wilkins for the meet against Portland State University. She has been
bothered by a naggingback injury.
"It isn't aninsult to lose to a squad like
theirs [PSU]," assistant coach Jack Henderson said.
He added that the Oregon school has
some fine collegiate transfer athletes
from Pacific University, a noted Northwest gymnastic power.
HENDERSON felt that the squad may
havebeen bothered by theloss of Wilkins,
both by her missing performancesand by
herabsence from theranks.
S.U. turned in its best performance in
the vaulting event, scoring 18.60 points.
PSU won the competition with 30.50
points. On the uneven bars, PSUfinished
with 28.90, ahead of S.U.s 16.07.
The Oregonians took the balance beam

event with 28.70 points compared to the
Chieftains' 13.63 points.In floor exercise,
PSU scored29.83 to S.U.s14.03.
PSU'S Creslyn Drumm won the challenge of the all-around competition with
32.47 points. Chris Kauppi was second
with31.02 points.
Ginny Peck was S.U.s top point-getter
in the all-arounds. Thesenior earned 23.43
points for the four events. Ann Cronin
was next with 21.46, followed by Cheryl
Benn with 17.43 points.
The gymnasts are gearingup for the regionals, scheduled for March 10-11 at Eastern WashingtonUniversity.
PECK HAS qualifiedfor floor exercise,
vaulting and the uneven bars. She has
three meets to qualify for the beam.Cronin is set for vaultingcompetitionand has
almost qualified for the bars. Wilkins has
qualified for all events except the bars,
which she will try to do if her back has
healed sufficiently.
Another lengthy journey awaits the
team this weekend as they drive to Idaho
to face Montana State University, Spokane CommunityCollege andthe University of Idahoin a four-way meet Saturday
morning.

Arm-wrestling, one-on-one
added to intramurals
by SteveSanchez
Big Pud's First Annual Arm Wrestling
Beersong Fest,
Tournament and
sponsored by S.U. Intramurals, is officiallyset for Saturday, February 18, in TabardInn.
Registration for the event is open now
until next Friday. Applications should be
submitted to the intramural office.
THE TOURNAMENT is open to all
S.U. students. Winners will be determined in five men's weight categoriesand
two women's weight divisions.
Contestants should be at Tabard Inn at
3 p.m. the day of the tournament for the
official weigh-in. Eliminations begin at 4
p.m. The championship rounds start at 9
p.m.Freebeer will be furnished for all entrants.
The preliminaries and the final events
are open tothe general public.Admission

issl.
APPLICATIONS are also being acceptedfor co-edintramural one-on-onebasketball. The deadline for entry is February
24. Playoff rounds begin the following
day.
Water polo is under full swing, and ac-

cordingto BryanHanley,student director

of intramurals, the program is "going
great."
Due to Homecoming, those basketball

games originally scheduledfor lastFriday
have been moved to tonight. At 6 p.m.,
the Highballers vie with the Zombies,
while the Spectators meet One Step Beyond. Sno-gun Warrior and the Wizards
tangle at 7 p.m., while Nozmo King and
Heimskringla wrapup in the other court.
AT 6 P.M. MONDAY, The Brothers
run with the Thundering Nerds in the
south court of Connolly Center.
The next scheduled action is this
coming Tuesday, when at 6 p.m. the
Waves wade after the Barracudas. An
hour later, AAWPTbattleJaws.
Six games will be played in the north
court on Tuesday,highlighted by two "A"
division games,Slo-Mo-Shum IIvs. Dinks
and Brewers vs. Hypodermic Needles,
and one women's division game,Shooting
StarsagainstFiveEasyPieces.
ONE GAME willbe played Wednesday.
Wilkinized tie up with Heimskringla 6
p.m. inthe southcourt.

One sponsor, one guest
new Connolly Center policy
Because of overcrowded conditions at
Connolly Center, a new guest policy will
take effect February 20: one guest per
sponsor.
"Right now, we're being overrun by
guests brought into the building," stated
Jack Henderson, the center's director.

"STUDENTS and members have complained that the basketball and tennis
courts are too crowded.We feel this new
policy willhelp to alleviate the problem,"
he said.

At present, three guests can be sponsored by a student, faculty or building

member.
The handball and tennis court reservation policy will remain the same. As it
stands now, guests cannot reserveplaying
time on the courts.
Students can call the ASSU office to
reservehandball courts for next-dayplay
between 2 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. Otherwise,
Connolly Center begins taking reservations from all eligibleusers one-half hour
later, at 5 p.m.

CHERYL BENN has made significant improvement
this year in all areas of competition, according to
.photo by mike morgan
assistant coach Jack Henderson.
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AFTER COLLEGE.
Enter the employment market
with assets that American
business and industry need.
And begin your life after
college withthe opportunity
of developing two careers.
How? Through Army ROTC
leadership and management
training. With that, ROTC
graduates measure up to the
needs of American business.
You'll not only lead a life in a
civilian career. You'll also have
the opportunity of enhancing
it as an officer in the U. S.
Army Reserves or the Army

National Guard.
That means extra income,
immediate management experience, community involvement.
Two careers.
CALL: Cpt Month- Iless
ROTC Bldg

626-5775/5776

ARMY ROTC. THE TWO YEAR PROGRAM.
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S.U. suffers Golden Gate washout
by Bob Smith
Any faint hopes that S.U.harbored for
this year's WCAC championship after its
cloutingFebruary 2 by Santa Clara were
resolutely disposed of Saturday night by
the University of San Francisco's victory
over the Chieftains.
With the Dons and the University of

One particular call, on an Oldham
rejection of a Cartwright shot, sent
O'Connor on the brink of being slapped
with a technical. Oldham,however, wasn't

solucky.His displeasureat being called for
the foul, his fifth and disqualifying,sent a
Donsplayerto the charitystripeasa result
of unsportsmanlike conduct.

stop Cartwright."

Clint Richardson was the Chieftain's top
scorer with24 points. StuJackson, despite
a poor shooting night, followed with 15
points. Oldham added 12 and Carl Ervin
and Pericin each chipped in 10 points.
Ervin tallied12 assists in the contest.

Nevada-Reno wrestling for league honors,
the Chieftains and the five other conference rivals will have to be content with
finishingup this season's schedule.
S.U. WILL be hosted by the University
ofPortlandon Sunday and then willreturn
to the Seattle Center Arena for an 8 p.m.
meeting with the Gaels of St. Mary's
College on Thursday.
The Pilots from Portland are the upset
kings of the leaguethis year. Predicted to
sink to the WCAC cellar, the team has
instead upset USF and Santa Clara.
USF 96,S.U.85
USF coach Bob Gaillard conceded that
his group needed a win over S.U. in order
to keep pace with league-leadingNevadaReno.
So, despitenumerousChieftain charges
in the second half,theDons werein control
of the game throughout because of the
impressive performance of center Bill
Cartwright. The seven-footer worked
freelyunderthebasketandleftS.U. center
Jawann Oldham two paces behind him.
Cartwright struck for23 of his29 pointsin
the second half.
USF CRUISED along with a 20-point
lead in the final half until Keith Harrell,
Marion Pericin and Oldham brought that
cushiondown toseven points,78-71, latein
the game.But the Dons squelched S.U.s
comeback balloon with 12 game-ending
free throws.
S.U.coach BillO'Connor fumedthrough-

out the game at the sometimes question-

able callsmade by the game officials. He
was off his chair more than once in the
second half, voicing his opinions to the
passing referees.

AFTER THE game, an obviously disturbedO'Connor againquestioned several
referee judgments.
However, he said that "we didn't lose
becauseof thecalls. I'mreallyproudof the
way our kids came back. We just couldn't

USF's DougJemison added20 points to
the Dons' winningeffort.ChubbyCox fired

in 16 points from the guard position.

SANTA CLARA 88, S.U.69
For allthe Chieftains know, Santa Clara
couldhave set upa chain-link fence around
the keyin its February 2 contest with the
Broncos.
S.U. had difficulty the entire game in
penetrating Santa Clara's tight, regimented zone defense. On offense, the
Broncs' high-flying patterned movement
confused the Chieftains and finally forced
them into a man-to-man defense.
UNLIKE SATURDAY'S contest, S.U.
was never able to mount any kind of
comeback.SantaClara was simplytoo hot
for the Chieftains to handle; they burned
the hoop at a 64 per cent clip.

The Broncos' Eddie Joe Chavez victimized S.U. for 21 points in another

high-chargedperformance.MarkBruening
also hit for 17 points and 7 assists.
S.U.s Marion Pericin was incredibly
accurate from the outside, hitting 9 of 11
shots and scoring 18 points.
ON THE otner end of the spectrum,
Clint Richardson suffered his coldest
shooting night in recent memory. He
netted only 4 of 21 shots.
Carl Ervin, who notched 12 points, is
currently scorching the league assist
KEITH HARRELL, 11, led S.U.s unsuccessful comeback effort in the second charts. Against the Broncos,he passed for
half against USF.TheDons won,96-85.
photo by larrysteagali 10 assists.

Turinaleads cagers onfive-game rampage
by SteveSanchez
The surprising S.U. women's basket-

ball club turned back Seattle Pacific

Pacific Lutheran and won a close, crucial
game against Central Washington to
compilea five-game winningstreak. S.U.s
win-lose record stands at 10-4.

S.U.BI.SPCSB
Sue Turina improved on her record of

most rebounds in a single game a week
fromlast Thursday, snaring a game high
28. C.J. Sealey led all scorers with 26
points, followed closely by Turina's 24
points. Freshman guard Kirn Manion

wrapped up S.U. double figures with 10
points.
TheChieftains made goodon 50 per cent
of their field goal shots to pull the game
well out of the reach of the Falcons. The
club's consistency as a good rebounding
team (S.U. out-carommed the Falcons,
41-23) also contributed to the decisive
victory.
The Chieftains' lone blackmark was a
knee injury to guard Jeannine Ewing. The
tough freshman from Kirkland sat out
most of the second half, but not without
racking five points, fiverebounds and two
assists. Ewing is the Chieftains fourth

"IT IS A JOY!"
—Judith

leadingscorer.

5.U.68.PLU35
S.U.bulled its way past the Lutherans
last Saturday in the Seattle Center
Coliseumin what appearedto beareplayof
when the two clubs met last month, only

then to the tune of 66-39.
Turina, S.U.s six-foot center, was high
person for the game, credited with 16
points and 15 rebounds. Her chores were
shared with back-up center Debbie Henderson, producing 11 points and 10
rebounds.ThreeotherChieftains landed in
double figures: Manion with 14, Sealey
sinking 12, and forward Bard Earl,
contributing12.

5.U.65.C.W.U.64

The S.U. women broke a Central
Washington 12-game winning streak in

Criit, New York Moganne

...

capturing
— last Tuesday's important away
game important because it brings the
Chieftains one step closer towards any
consideration in post-season Division II
play.

The two teamsplayed close ball (34-32,
S.U. at the half) untilthe second period of
play,whentheChieftains ran to a 13 point
lead. 46-39. Costly S.U. turnovers kept
Central in contention up to the final

moments of regulation time.
The BenedettoBunch brings their court
crunch to Portland this weekend for a
rematch withDr. Bernard's AAU team on
Saturday, and a meetingwith the University of Portland the following day.
Next Thursday, the Chieftains rechallengethe Universityof Puget Soundin the
Seattle Arena. Game time is at 5:45.

quickly

F.A.N.S. wanted
They met at thefuneral ofa perfect stranger.
Fromthenon, thingsgot perfectly stranger and stranger.
Paramount Pictures Proants

HAROLD
and MAUDE
Color Technicolor*
.^^it.
m"
i(rP
Tonight!
by

7:30 p.m.

Ralph Nader has cranked up another
cause for his supporters to fight: this
country's sports establishment.

r

Hi, «

iz.U.n ItaFigh, to Advance

A Paramount Pktur*

Pigott Auditorium

$1

operations of their school's athletic program,
So, F.A.N.S. is now organizing local

"*"
*£E SSS"
such a perspective more essential today

PETER GREUNSTEIN, executive di- than in collegiateathletics."
rector, noted that students contribute a
Those wishing to join the

significant amount of money to the
college'ssports programsand should have
a greater influence on the policies and

sports

consumer group can write to Peter
Gruenstein, F.A.N.S., P.O. Box 19312,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
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what's happening
The What's Happening column is compiledby Janne Wilson. If anyone has any
articles or informationof interest to S.U.,
he shouldcontact Wilson at626-6850.

" ALL

TODAY

WEDNESDAY
" THE CLUB
PRESIDENTS meeting,

scheduled last Wednesday, has been
postponeduntil noontodayin the Chieftain
conference room. All club presidents and
interested students are invited to attend.

MISCELLANEOUS
"PARENTS AND staff of the Child
Care Center are busy baking cakes, pies,
cookies and other tasty morsels to be
distributed all over campus Valentine's
Day. All items must be presold February

engineering department exhibit during
Engineering Week. Artificial heart research will be on display
— today, Saturday
andSunday10 a.m. 10p.m.at the Display
Hall of Seattle Center. S.U.s display is
sponsored by Tau Beta Pi. Admission is
free. For more information contact Mark
Killgore, 746-9488 or any Tau Beta Pi
member.

February 15 and 17 at 6:30 p.m.The choir
willpresentNegrospirituals. Singers who
pass auditions will be compensated for
their services.For appointmentsand more
information, call 723-8212 after 5 p.m.
" HELPIS WANTED for the American
Cancer Society's cancer crusade the week
of April 17. Workers are needed to
telephone for volunteers to distribute
materials. Four-hour shifts weekdays and
six-hour shifts Saturdays, $2.75 per hour.
Lake,284-0170.
If interestedcallHelen
" A COLLOQUIUM sponsored
by Mat
teoRicci Collegeand the PACE programis
scheduledMarch 1. Professionals from the

"You're so

sweet horseflies keep flying around your
face" Valentine's Day dance is 9 p.m.— l
a.m.in Bellarminecafeteria, withmusic by
Wheatfield. Tickets are $2 singles and
$3.50 couples.

SUNDAY
" CARISM will
meet at 6 p.m. in the

Seattle area will speak about lifestyles and
work witha humanities basedbackground.

upper Chieftain followed by a Mass and
potluck dinner.Alloff-campus students are
welcome.

All studentsare invited;no admission will

" EQUALOG:MONDAY
a workshop for
— married

andotherserious couplesis6:30 8:30p.m.
The meetings are designed to enhance
maturity and responsiveness in a partnership, and are sponsoredby Councilingand
Testing and the Child Care Center. For
more information call 626-5846. Space is
limited; child care will be available.
" "FERTILITY AWARENESS and

Family Planning...Naturally," has the

second of a series of three classes

8:30—9:30 p.m.inBarman112. The classes
are taught by Rita and Mike Marker and
are sponsored by Campus Ministry. No
admission will bechargedbut pre-registration is necessary; contact Campus Ministry, 626-5900.
"CANDIDATES running for ASSU
offices can have interviews and pictures
today and tomorrow, 1-4:30 p.m. in the

office, third floor McCusker.
Spectator
" THE BLACK
STUDENT Union will
meet at 6 p.m. in the Minority Affairs
office.
INCELEBRATION of Black History
Month, the films "Slave Story" and "Pigs"
willbeshown 7-8 p.m.intheChezMoi room
of Bellarmine Hall.

"

TUESDAY
"THE AMERICAN INDIAN student
council willpresent "AsLongas the Rivers
Run" 6:45 p.m.in the Chez Moi room of
BellarmineHall.The film concerns important Indian events of 1968-1970. All
interested students are invited.

"

adults and those interested in ministry. A
$10 registration fee will be charged. For
more information, contact the Campus
Ministry office, 626-5900.
" AUDITIONS to secure 100 singers of
all sections for the Fons Choir will be

STUDENTS, parents and
interestedpeopleareinvited to visitS.U.s

SATURDAY
" THE SADIE
HAWKINS

no admission will be charged.
"EVANGELICATION and Young
Adult Ministry"is the topic for a retreat
February 17-19 at St. Thomas Seminary,
sponsored by the U.S. Catholic Conference. Pat O'Neal from USCC is the guest
speaker. The retreatis open to any young

GLORIA LUNG models during Tuesday's Chinese New Year
festivities. The program included a Chinese lunch, a martial arts

demonstration,dancing and a fashion show.
Late winterand spring quarter dates and
budgets
will be discussed.
" ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS is
meetingat 5:30—6:30 p.m. inroom 306 of
the Lemieux Library. Anyoneinterested is
welcome.

" THEMARKETING CLUB will spon-

soracompanytourand presentationof the
Darigold Company, from 7:30—9 p.m. A
meetingto providetransportation will be
at 6:45p.m.in Bellarmine Hall.Forfurther
information, contact Marian, 522-9372.

" RAINBOWCOALITIONis meetingat

noon in the conference room of upper

Chieftain. Call 626-5427 for questions.

"A MANDATORY Marketing Club
meetingisat noon in the Volperoom, first
floor Pigot t. Initiation will be discussed.

10 andno later thanthe 13th. If interested
in purchasing something, call the Child
Care Center, 626-5394. The sale benefits
the Child Care Center's field trip fund.

"NOVELIST N.V.M. Gonzalez will
speak at 1p.m.February 17 in the A.A.
Lemieuxauditorium.Gonzalez,currently a
visitingprofessor ofAsian-American literatureat the Universityof Washington, will
alsopresent aslideshow entitled "Filipino
Literature and Life." The lecture is
sponsored by the College of Arts and
Sciences, the English department and
Fragments magazine. The speaker's stipend will be given to a Phillipine poverty
institution. Anyoneinterested is welcome;

be"charged.
WINTER SEARCH applications are
still available for men in the Campus
Ministry office.
"SOMETHING FOR NOTHING! Get
yourpicturetakenfor the 1978 Aegis at no
charge. Call the Kennell-Ellis studio,
323-9280 for an appointment.Thestudio is
locatedin the Broadway arcade only five
blocks from campus. Hours are 9 a.m.—
5:30 p.m.,Mondays through Saturdays.

" A STUDENT

with a new auto is
needed to work with a commercial still
photography unit on location near S.U.
Wages willbe$3 an hour and gas, oil, food
andallexpenses paid. Maureen Lambray,
nationallyknownfor her photo essay book,
"American Film Directors," is the commercialphotographer.Ifinterested,write:
John Harkrider
1124 Fifth St.
Suite 304
Santa Monica, CA 90403

ASSUPRESENTS

THURSDAY
""REACHING for detente at 20,000

feet," is a slide presentationof the 1977

Soviet-AmericanMount McKinley Expedition. ReillyMoss will present the show 7
p.m.at the REICo-op, 1525 11th Avenue,
on the second floor. For further information, call Pam Granston, 323 8333.

Christensen finalistfor
Danforth fellowship
A seniorS.U.student hasbeenchosen as
a finalist in the Danforth Graduate

Katherine (hriaten.en

Fellowshipcompetition.Katherine Christensen, history major, was one of the 562
applicantsselected by a nationalscreening
committeefor oralinterviewsinFebruary.
Approximately 10 per cent of those
interviewed will win the award.
The fellowship, renewable for four
years, provides tuition, fees and living
expenses,andisavailable only to students
preparing for college teaching careers in
the liberal arts field.
CHRISTENSEN WILL begin graduate
work in medieval history fall quarter,
probablyat the Universityof California at
Berkeley.
A graduate ofEdmonds High School and
a member of Alpha Sigma Nu, a national
Jesuit honor society, Christensen has
maintained a 4.0 grade point average at
S.U. Thecommittee on Graduate Studies
and Fellowships nominated Christensen

for the Fellowship.

WHEATFIELD. .. A five member band from
Eugene, Oregon with fantastic vocal harmony
ana an individual style of Rock & Roll and
Bluegrass music. See ana hear five musicians
play over 20 instruments and enjoy a fine
evening of music with WHEATFIELD.

Sadie Hawkins Dance
Bellarmine DiningHall
Saturday Night 9 p.m.-l a.m.
February11
refreshments willbeserved
youneed nothave adate

